ONCE UPON A TIME...

More than 130 years ago, Jöns Petter Magnusson bought a small wool spinning mill in Klippan. It was the start of a long journey which has lasted for five generations.
We spin, we dye, we warp, we weave, we brush, and all in our own factory…

The art of weaving throws and blankets is not new, but it is a production process that involves many steps and high precision. At Klippan Yllefabrik we have had the privilege to develop our experience and refine our quality over five generations of family ownership. We are proud to have developed a wide range of home textiles made from start to finish in our own factory giving us full control of the production process and quality. We now sell world wide.

Our factory is modern, but without losing the touch of craftsmanship. This enables us to be quick, flexible and innovative. We can dye and weave small lots which is the reason why we can keep up with the latest trends and launch a wide selection of new items each season. Additionally we work closely together with well-known textile designers and weaving experts to create a unique and interesting product range with a unique style.
We care deeply about

ANIMAL WELFARE

We do not buy wool from farmers who practice mulesing. We only use pure wool. We would never dream of blending with synthetic fibers.
GOTLAND WOOL
We have developed a collection made of the rare and unique Gotland wool. Gotland sheep are a Swedish breed, dating back to the Viking era. The wool is wonderfully thick, glossy and silky with colors that are different shades of natural grey.

ECO WOOL
We were among the first to offer throws and blankets made of eco wool. Eco wool means that the breeding of sheep and handling of wool must meet specific requirements. No trace of pesticides is allowed in the wool. The sheep must be given only natural food and no antibiotics may be used for breeding.

MERINO WOOL
Merino is a famous traditional breed of sheep originally from Spain. It is still considered to provide the finest and softest sheep wool. You can find Merino sheep in many countries around the world, one of them being Mongolia. The environment that the sheep live in is important for the quality of the fiber. Large grazing areas and exercise gives the thin and fine fiber that characterize merino wool.

CASHMERE
Our premium range has been extended with throws of cashmere. Cashmere comes from a special goat and rearing takes place primarily in various parts of Asia. This is the most exclusive fiber of them all. It is strong and heat-insulating, while being wonderfully soft and light.

LAMBS WOOL
Our classic wool throws are made of New Zealand lambs wool. It is no coincidence that New Zealand belongs to the world’s largest wool producing countries. Their landscape is especially suitable for sheep farming. The sheep are outside all year round and grazing grass in the lush landscape. It makes the wool become thick, clean and really white.

ORGANIC COTTON
All our cotton blankets are made from organic cotton. This means that the cotton is cultivated without the use of artificial fertilizers or pesticides.

NOT JUST ANY WOOL
Finding the right kind of wool requires extensive experience. And that we’ve got – in fact 130 years of it.
We review and select wool from different parts of the world to get the quality of the fiber that we want.
CLASSIC WOOL THROWS & BLANKETS
Wool is a decomposable fiber, which makes it an environmentally friendly alternative. The fiber is also naturally moist and dirt repellent, making wool suitable for most climates and easy to care for. Our classic wool throws and blankets are made of 100% lambs wool.

The definition of lambs wool is the first cut of a sheep that is no older than six months.
VEGA
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2042-10 Saffron  -01 Black  -02 Grey  -05 Petrol  -06 Rose  -07 Avocado  -11 Duck egg blue  -13 Rust

POLKA
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2018-02 Grey  -06 Lilac  -07 Lime  -06 Turquoise  -08 Orange  -03 Red  -09 Black  -13 Pink  -01 Black

POLKA
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2018-02 Grey  -06 Lilac  -07 Lime  -06 Turquoise  -08 Orange  -03 Red  -09 Black  -13 Pink  -01 Black

POLKA
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2018-02 Grey  -06 Lilac  -07 Lime  -06 Turquoise  -08 Orange  -03 Red  -09 Black  -13 Pink  -01 Black

QUILT
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED ECO LAMBS WOOL
2075-02 Black  -03 Tibetan  -04 Grey  -06 Indigo

BIRKA
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2075-02 Black  -03 Tibetan  -04 Grey  -06 Indigo
BRICK
by BIRGitta BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2089-02 Dark shadow - 03 Light grey - 02 Sand
- 06 Nude - 05 Navy

PLUS
by BIRGitta BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2081-02 Light grey - 02 Black

MAN & WIFE
by MARTIN TÖRDBY
130 X 200CM. 100% LAMBS WOOL
2053-02 Grey

GOTLAND
130 X 200CM. 100% BRUSHED GOTLAND WOOL
2085-02 Natural white - 01 Natural grey

FOGG
130 X 200CM. 75% BRUSHED GOTLAND WOOL
& 25% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2086-03 Nordic blue - 02 Dark grey - 02 Light grey
- 04 Cactus - 02 Nude

GUTE
130 X 200CM. 75% BRUSHED GOTLAND WOOL
& 25% BRUSHED LAMBS WOOL
2088-02 Grey/blue - 01 Grey/yellow

STITCH
by BIRGitta BENGTSSON BJÖRK
130 X 200CM. 100% ECO LAMBS WOOL
2078-00 Blue - 02 Green - 02 Grey

DAHLIA
130 X 200CM. 100% LAMBS WOOL
2094-02 Red - 05 Grey

TWIST
130 X 200CM. 100% ECO LAMBS WOOL
2025-02 Light grey - 07 Ivory
Our classic heavy weight jacquard woven wool blankets are as nice on one side as on the other with their reversed design. We use ethically produced wool that is traceable back to the New Zealand farm of origin (Integrity Wool).
PREMIUM WOOL THROWS & BLANKETS
Sweep a Premium Klippan throw around your shoulders and you will feel a sense of luxury! Our premium wool throws and blankets are made of extra fine fibers, such as cashmere and merino wool, which make them wonderfully soft and comfy.
PREMIUM WOOL THROWS & SHAWLS

PEAK  
130 cm x 180 cm 60% brushed merino wool & 40% brushed lambs wool
2096-01 Grey 2096-02 Dark denim 2096-03 Petrol
2096-04 Cotton 2096-05 Natural beige

PULSE  
130 cm x 180 cm 60% brushed merino wool & 40% brushed lambs wool
2090-01 China blue 2090-02 Grey 2090-03 Nude 2090-04 Sand

CHOUCHO Shawl  
by AKIRA MIHAGAYA (mini perhonen)
65 cm x 200 cm 60% brushed merino wool & 40% brushed lambs wool
2114-04 Yellow/grey 2114-05 Navy/beige

HIMALAYA Shawl  
65 cm x 180 cm 50% brushed cashmere & 50% brushed merino wool
2114-10 Sea blue 2114-11 Sand 2114-12 Beige 2114-13 Bordeaux
PREMIUM WOOL BLANKETS

TULIPA
by HELENA HEDSTRÖM
130 x 180cm. 60% MERINO WOOL & 40% LAMBS WOOL
2280-01 Black | 02 Dusty green | 03 Ocher | 04 Lead grey

MARGARET ROSE
by OLLE EKSELL
130 x 180cm. 60% MERINO WOOL & 40% LAMBS WOOL
2267-01 Black

PIXIE
by BENGT & LOTTA
130 x 180cm. 60% MERINO WOOL & 40% LAMBS WOOL
2257-01 Grey | 02 Multi

ART DECO
by ULLA GUSTAVSSON
130 x 180cm. 60% MERINO WOOL & 40% LAMBS WOOL
2268-01 Multi
**SUN VILLAGE**
by AKIRA MINAGAWA (minä perhonen)
140 x 180cm. 100% ORGANIC COTTON CHENILLE
2554-01 Red  02 Grey  03 Navy

**DIAMONDS**
by BIRGitta BENGTSSON BJÖRK
140 x 180cm. 100% BRUSHED ORGANIC COTTON
2604-01 Surf green  02 Royal blue  03 Grey  04 Pale pink  01 Black

**MOUNTAINS**
by TINA BACKMAN
140 x 180cm. 100% BRUSHED ORGANIC COTTON
2608-02 Smokey blue

**FEATHERS**
by BENGT & LOTTa
140 x 180cm. 100% ORGANIC COTTON CHENILLE
2542-01 Grey  02 Yellow  03 Smokey blue

**STRIPES**
by BENGT & LOTTa
140 x 180cm. 100% BRUSHED ORGANIC COTTON
2602-00 Grey

**SHERWOOD**
by EDHOLM ULLNIUS
140 x 180cm. 100% BRUSHED ORGANIC COTTON
2604-01 Grey  02 Green

**SHORE BIRDS**
by BENGT & LOTTa
140 x 180cm. 100% ORGANIC COTTON CHENILLE
2543-00 Grey  02 Blue

**MOOSE**
by BENGT & LOTTa
140 x 180cm. 100% ORGANIC COTTON CHENILLE
2537-02 Dark grey  02 Beige

**2 CATS**
by AKIRA MINAGAWA (minä perhonen)
140 x 180cm. 100% ORGANIC COTTON CHENILLE
2547-01 Navy blue

**SAMBA**
by BIRGitta BENGTSSON BJÖRK
140 x 180cm. 100% ORGANIC COTTON CHENILLE
2546-04 Royal blue  01 Grey  03 Mint  02 Black

**BLACK SHEEP**
by BENGT & LOTTa
140 x 180cm. 100% ORGANIC COTTON CHENILLE
2509-02 Dark grey  02 Beige
Our wool fabric is made of 100% felted merino wool. The fabric is strong and suitable for multiple products such as upholstery, blankets, cushions, panels etc.
STONE WASHED LINEN
And waffle bedspreads...
CUSHION COVER 50 X 50CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
2756-25 Indigo | 22 Lead grey | 20 White | 27 Beige | 26 Rose

NAPKIN 43X43CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5109-23 Indigo | 25 Beige | 20 White | 22 Lead grey | 24 Rose

DIAMONDS
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
CUSHION COVER 50 X 50CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
2756-27 Pale pink | 25 Grey

LINN
TABLE MAT 37 X 50CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5108-23 Indigo | 22 Beige | 20 White | 22 Lead grey | 24 Rose

RUNNER 43 X 140CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5107-23 Indigo | 25 Beige | 20 White | 22 Lead grey | 24 Rose

DIAMONDS
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
TABLE MAT 37 X 50CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5108-23 Pale pink | 32 Grey

LINN
TABLE CLOTH 145 X 250CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5105-23 Indigo | 27 Beige | 22 Lead grey | 26 Rose

DIAMONDS
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
CUSHION COVER 50 X 50CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5109-31 Pale pink | 30 Grey

LINN
FABRIC ON THE ROLL | WIDTH 150CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
3902-25 Indigo | 22 Beige | 20 White | 22 Lead grey | 24 Rose

WAFFLE BLANKET
BEDSPREAD 150 X 230CM. 100% ORGANIC COTTON
2703-01 White | 04 Linen | 05 Dark grey

DIAMONDS
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
TABLE CLOTH 145 X 310CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5106-23 White | 22 Lead grey | 24 Rose

DIAMONDS
by BIRGITTA BENGTSSON BJÖRK
NAPKIN 43 X 43CM. 100% STONE WASHED LINEN
5109-23 Pale pink | 32 Grey
PRINTED FABRICS

Our cotton and half-linen fabrics are produced in Europe by Oeko-Tex certified printers with many years of experience in their field.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
1. APPLE & BIRD by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-90
2. LEKSAND by EDHOLM ULENHUIS | 3900-67 White
3. BLACKTHORN by EDHOLM ULENHUIS | 3900-52
4. FLOWERS by FRANEK | 3900-88
5. LEKSAND by EDHOLM ULENHUIS | 3900-16 Green & SMÅLANDSSKOG | TINA BACKMAN | 3900-78
6. FLOWER MEADOW by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-86 Blue
7. FLOWER MEADOW by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-87 Grey
8. FLOWER MEADOW by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-86 Blue

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
1. FISH by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-43
2. RETRO by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-54
3. ALMA by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-26
4. CANDY by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-03
5. CHRISTMAS SPIRIT by TINA BACKMAN | 3900-99
6. SHORE BIRDS by BENGT & LOTTA | 3900-76 Blue
7. MY STOCKHOLM by EMELIE EK | 3900-60 Red
8. MY STOCKHOLM by EMELIE EK | 3900-58 Beige
9. LITTLE BEAR by EDHOLM ULENHUIS | 3900-70 Blue

The fabrics are 150cm in width and are sold in 10-meter rolls.
PRINTED CUSHION COVERS
45 X 45CM, 100% COTTON

IN THE PICTURE TO THE LEFT, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:
1. WAVE | 2755-67 Beige
2. WAVE | 2755-68 Light blue
3. LEKSAND | 2755-37 White
4. FLOWER MEADOW | 2755-64 Grey
5. FRÅKEN | 2755-65 & FLOWER MEADOW | 2755-63 Blue

LEKSAND
by EDHOLM ULLENIUS
2755-36 Green

BLACKTHORN
by EDHOLM ULLENIUS
2755-66

MY STOCKHOLM
by EMELIE EK
2756-32 Beige

SHORE BIRDS
by BENGT & LOTTA
2755-52 Blue
TRAYS AND CUTTING BOARDS ON THIS PAGE, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:
1. ART DECO | SMALL TRAY 20 X 27CM. 9125-84
2. BLACKTHORN | ROUND TRAY Ø38CM. 9138-03
3. BLACKTHORN | CUTTING BOARD 19.5 X 29.5CM. 9151-62
4. BLACKTHORN | SMALL TRAY 20 X 27CM. 9125-86
5. ART DECO | CUTTING BOARD 19.5 X 29.5CM. 9151-60

Also:
6. ART DECO | CUTTING BOARD 19.5 X 29.5CM 9151-60

LEKSA ND
Ø EDHOLM ULENHUI S
CUTTING BOARD
SIZE 19.5 X 29.5CM. 9151-60
White | Green

FRÄKEN
Ø BITTE STEINSTRÖM
CUTTING BOARD
SIZE 19.5 X 29.5CM. 9151-57
White | Green

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Ø TINA BACKMAN
CUTTING BOARD
SIZE 19.5 X 29.5CM. 9151-61
White | Green

LEKSA ND
Ø EDHOLM ULENHUI S
SMALL TRAY
SIZE 20 X 27CM. 9125-65
White | Green

FRÄKEN
Ø BITTE STEINSTRÖM
SMALL TRAY
SIZE 20 X 27CM. 9125-80
White | Green

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Ø TINA BACKMAN
SMALL TRAY
SIZE 20 X 27CM. 9125-85
White | Green

LEKSA ND
Ø EDHOLM ULENHUI S
ROUND TRAY
SIZE Ø31CM. 9136-53
White | Green

FRÄKEN
Ø BITTE STEINSTRÖM
ROUND TRAY
SIZE Ø31CM. 9136-66
White | Green

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Ø TINA BACKMAN
ROUND TRAY
SIZE Ø31CM. 9138-02
White | Green
### Paper Napkins

23 x 33cm in 3 layers

**CANDY**
- 6100-01

**MOOSE**
- 6100-03

**BLACK SHEEP**
- 6100-20

**FISH**
- 6100-34

**CAT LOVERS**
- 6100-63

**SHORE BIRDS**
- 6100-57

**FLOWER MEADOW**
- 6100-67
- 6100-66

**FRÄKEN**
- 6100-68

**LEKSAND**
- 6100-32

**CHRISTMAS SPIRIT**
- 6100-69

**APPLE & BIRD**
- 6100-70

**BLACKTHORN**
- 6100-71

### Table Mats & Runners

Table mats 45 x 35cm, from top to bottom:

1. **LEKSAND**: 5863-02 White
2. **LEKSAND**: 5863-03 Green
3. **BLACKTHORN**: 5864-02 Grey
4. **CHRISTMAS SPIRIT**: 5865-02 Blue
5. **CANDY**: 5808-00 Blue
6. **CHRISTMAS SPIRIT**: 5865-00 Black
7. **APPLE & BIRD**: 5823-02 Black
8. **ALMA**: 5823-00 Blue
9. **SHORE BIRDS**: 5868-02 Blue
10. **MOOSE**: 5802-03 White
11. **BLACK SHEEP**: 5824-00 Black
12. **CAT LOVERS**: 5876-00 Grey
13. **FISH**: 5843-00 Grey
14. **RETRO**: 5855-00 Grey
15. **FLOWER MEADOW**: 5879-00 Blue

Also available as runners 45 x 150cm:

**LEKSAND**: 5203-63 White
- **BLACKTHORN**: 5203-82 Black
- **CHRISTMAS SPIRIT**: 5203-81 Grey
- **APPLE & BIRD**: 5203-80 Blue
- **ALMA**: 5203-25 Grey
- **FLOWER MEADOW**: 5203-77 Blue
Hand Felted Accessories

in 100% wool

Purses
16 x 10cm

Penguin 5904-51

Moose 5904-24

Reindeer 5904-49

Heart & Flower 5904-48 Blue

Heart & Flower 5904-47 Red

Alma 5904-11

Love-Birds 5904-41

La Fleur 5904-40

Tree Owl 5904-27

DalaHäst 5904-34

Sneaky Little My 5904-42

Moomin 5904-50 Grey

Moomin 5904-29 Lilac

Moomin 5904-21 Red

Cat 5904-34

Ipad Covers
20 x 28cm

Sneaky Little My 5906-12

Moomin 5905-45 Pink

Moomin 5905-4 Blue

Penguin mobile in the picture to the left is from Kid’s collection 2018

For more information please visit klippanyllefabrik.com
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS & POT MATS

MIXED HEARTS
5910-55

REINDEER
5910-46

REINDEER
5909-24

LOVE-BIRDS
5909-23

HEART
CHRISTMAS CARPET | Ø89CM. 100% WOOL
5910-73

ALMA
5903-11

TREE OWL
5903-26

BAGS
30 X 35CM

MOOSE
5903-24

SNEAKY LITTLE MY
5903-31

MOOMIN
5903-25

Wool is the fiber closest to our heart. If treated right, wool can last for a very long time. To maintain the special qualities of the wool fiber, you should try to wash it as little as possible. The best way when you need to freshen your wool throw is to hang it out to air. For more information on how to care for your wool products, please visit www.klippanyllefabrik.com

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:
1. MIXED HEARTS 5910-55
2. REINDEER 5910-46
3. DAHLIA WOOL THROW | 2094-02 RED -01 GREY
4. KURBITS WOOL BLANKET | 2269-01 GREY
5. HEART CHRISTMAS CARPET | Ø89CM
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